Fabriquero Sotol is produced from wild Dasylirion
Cedronsanum. This sotol plant is sourced from the
town of Aldama in the Chihuahuan dessert, only
a few hundred kilometers away from Coahuila. This
species is different than the sotol typically found
in Chihuahua but is similar in appearance to its
cousin species, but the leaves are a bit thicker and
bluer, making it a truly one-of-a-kind sotol.
This beautiful spirit is crafted by Gerardo Ruelas,
a 3rd generation Sotolero and producer from the
oldest distillery in Chihuahua. Ruelas has been
fascinated with sotol and the thrill of discovery
from a young age, experimenting with different
recipes as he strives to make the perfect sotol.
Always one to innovate, he created the infamous
“Sotol con veneno,” or sotol with rattlesnake poison.
During production, the sotol plants are hand-picked
individually at peak ripeness and cooked for 5 days in
a lava rock lined pit using acacia and mesquite. They
are then crushed by hand before being fermented in open
air. The flavors of this sotol are seemingly what one
would expect from the traditional spirit, with nice grassy
notes and a decent smoke. However, the unique region in
Coahuila where the sotol is harvested also provides rich
undertones of mint and eucalyptus with chalky richness.

Tasting notes
This elegant sotol from Couahila exhibits grassy notes with
a decent smoke, followed by rich undertones of mint and eucalyptus.

Product Information

Sotol El Fabriquero

Alc. By Volume/Proof

45%ABV/90 Proof

Units Per Case

6/750ml

Bottle Barcode (UPC)

7503013890925

Case Barcode (SCC)

7503013891509

Gross Weight (LBS)

Ship Case
Dimensions
(Inches)
Pallet Information

25
Height

13

Width

11

Length

9

Layers Per Pallet

6

Cases Per Layer

15

Cases Per Pallet

90

VERDE MALVERDE
2 oz. Fabriquero Sotol
¼ oz. Elderflower Liqueur
1 oz. Fresh Lime Juice
½ oz. Simple Syrup
2 dashes Lemon Bitters
Pinch of Mint
3 Slices of Cucumber
Splash of Seltzer
Muddle cucumber and mint, add sotol,
fresh lime juice, elderflower liqueur and
simple, shake well. Double strain and top
with seltzer.

www.fabriquero.mx

